To enlarge our database of Chemically Peculiar (CP) stars, we compiled published data concerning the He-weak and He-rich stars observed by high-resolution spectroscopy techniques during last decades. Twenty He-weak and 28 He-rich stars have been added to the database. We have also distinguished roAp stars from stars previously identified as Ap stars. To deepen our knowledge on statistical overview of the abundance anomalies versus the physical parameters of stars, we compared our data with previous compilations. We applied statistical tests on our data and found interesting correlations for effective temperature and surface gravity for all type of stars and a few correlations for projected rotation velocity only for He-rich stars. Because of the lack of the data we couldn't check whether being a member of binary system is affecting on chemical peculiarities of those stars.
INTRODUCTION
The main goal of our paper is to include in a unique catalogue of chemically peculiar stars rapidly oscillating Ap (roAp) stars, He-weak and He-rich stars, which were observed using high-resolution spectroscopy, and for which detailed abundance determinations were done. He-weak and He-rich stars are now added in the database we have discussed in Ghazaryan, Alecian & Hakobyan (2018, hereafter referred to as Paper II). We proceed to statistical analysis on them. All these stars are main-sequence chemically peculiar (CP) stars and show peculiar abundances for many elements in their atmospheres. The abundance peculiarities of CP stars are generally considered to be the consequence of atomic diffusion (Michaud 1970 ) that is a physical process which the effects are detectable if mixing motions are weak enough in outer layers. In that case, the average force on atoms (radiative forces against gravity) leads to a migration of chemical species. Since radiative force is different from one species to the other, abundances become inhomogeneous inside stellar zones where mixing is weak or inexistent. Looking for correlation of abundances with respect to physical parameters of stars, gives important information on processes in play (see the discussion in Section 5.4). For instance, a correlation between chemical abundances of a given element with respect to effective temperature suggests ⋆ E-mail:
satenikghazarjan@yahoo.de (SG); georges.alecian@obspm.fr (GA) that radiative acceleration plays a dominant role for that element, and so, it may be considered as the strongest signature of atomic diffusion process. If there is a correlation between abundances and surface gravity, this may show a stellar evolution effect on atomic diffusion process. And finally, if there is a correlation between chemical abundances and rotation velocity, one may consider the effect of rotational mixing (see Michaud et al. 2015) . These correlations with respect to physical parameters are only indicative, since abundance stratification build-up is a complex non-linear process where the efficiency of atomic diffusion depends on various parameters, and could depend on the evolution history of each star during its life on the main-sequence (see Bailey et al. 2014 , for evolution of magnetic Bp stars).
RoAp stars are the coolest magnetic Ap(SrCrEu) stars on which rapid pulsations with 5-10 min periods were detected (see Kurtz 1982) . First detection of rapid pulsation with 12.14 min period was in the atmosphere of the Przybylski's star HD101065 by Kurtz (1978) , and then followed the discovery of pulsations in 5 Ap(SrCrEu) stars. More than 40 roAp stars were discovered before 2008 (Bruntt et al. 2008) in the effective temperature range of 7000K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 10000K. In our database only 40 of them are included because of the lack of abundance measurements in other stars identified as belonging to roAp group. The roAp stars are interesting subject for asteroseismology: the detailed study of their pulsations and abundance stratification in their atmosphere will help to argue theoretical models with abundance stratification, which is due to atomic diffusion.
He-weak (or He-w) stars are often found in the range of effective temperature 10000K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 20000K. Historically, He-weak stars were identified as a subgroup of CP stars by Norris (1971) because of their significant underabundances of helium and for peculiar abundances of some metals. Even though helium deficiency is a general property of CP stars (see Deutsch 1947; Sargent 1964) , it was originally observed more deficient (by the factor 2-15) in He-weak stars than in other CP stars (see Michaud et al. 2015 , for more details). There are two types of He-weak stars -magnetic and nonmagnetic. The non-magnetic He-weak stars are sometimes named P-Ga or phosphorus type stars. They show overabundances of P (up to a factor of 2) and Ga (up to a factor of 5) as compared to their solar values (see LeBlanc 2010) .
The discovery of the first He-rich (or He-r) star σOriE was done by Berger (1956) , and the existence of the group of He-rich star by Osmer & Peterson (1974) . He-rich stars are characterised by strong excess of helium (by a factor up to 10). Their effective temperature is generally larger than about 16000K. He-rich stars are mostly slow rotators (99.5 per cent of those stars have v sin i < 130 km s −1 , see Zboril & North 2000) , they have strong magnetic fields, which are correlated with metal abundances (Hunger et al. 1991) . Vauclair (1975) explained overabundance of helium in He-rich stars as due to atomic diffusion processes combined with a stellar wind.
In Section 2 we represent our updated database and recall how it was developed. In Section 3 we show the results of the comparison with previous compilations. In Section 4 we look for correlations between fundamental parameters and abundances, as well as "multiplicity" (only for single, close binaries) and abundance anomalies. In Section 5, we discuss the compiled data in the framework of the usual models considered for these stars, and finally, we give some general considerations about the abundance stratification build-up process.
THE UPDATED DATABASE
Our updated database contains additional stars for which abundances were determined by various authors through high resolution spectroscopy. Among them, 28 are identified as He-rich stars, and 20 are He-weak stars. Also, 40 stars that are in the database of Paper II with the CP-type ApBp are actually roAp stars. They are now identified as roAp. All these new stars, or stars with changed attributes are given in Appendix A with their physical parameters as they were provided in publications, including effective temperature, surface gravity, rotation velocity (v sin i, actually), and bibliographic references.
As in our previous papers Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016, hereafter referred to as Paper I) and Paper II, we considered the mean of the abundance values of different ions for a given element, and the error-bars were recalculated by the rms standard deviation as in Paper I and in Paper II. Here also, to have more homogeneous dataset, if for a given element different abundances by several authors were given, we kept the value from the publication where many other abundances of elements were given. All abundances were rescaled to solar values given by Asplund et al. (2009, here- after referred to as AGS09). The detailed abundances (element per element) for each star are provided as online data. In Appendix A we give also "multiplicity" information (binarity, belonging to a cluster, etc.) of these stars according to Simbad 1 archive. In Section 3 we present comparison results with previous compilations (see Paper I, II, and Smith 1996) .
COMPARISON WITH OTHER CP TYPES
In Fig. 1a we compare the abundance peculiarities found in roAp stars to those of cool ApBp stars (discussed in Paper II) that are in the same effective temperature range (T eff ≤10300 K, see Sec. 5.1), and for which no oscillations were presently found. See discussion about roAp stars in Sec. 5.1.
As shown in Fig. 1a , there are no helium and neon abundances determinations for roAp stars. Oxygen is underabundant in both type stars, but for ApBp stars there are a few measurements of overabundance which is up to about 100. The same situation holds for titanium. Iron underabundance is more pronounced by one order of magnitude in roAp stars, (this is related to their low effective temperature, see Section 5.1). It is important to note that among these differences there are several metal abundance determinations that are absent for ApBp stars.
For He-weak stars, we compare our compilation with Smith's one (Smith 1996) . Considering his fig. 5 , we notice that in our compilation helium is deficient by a factor of about 2.5, while in Smith's data it is a bit stronger (see Fig. 1b ). On the contrary, phosphorus excess is a bit more (300 instead of 100), we compiled only one krypton abundance value (for HD 120709), which excess factor reaches 2500. The comparison results obtained for gallium, sulphur, silicon, manganese and iron, are more or less the same. Notice that HD149363 is very atypical, since its effective temperature is 30000K according to Zboril & North (2000) , all others He-w stars being cooler than T eff ≈ 18500K. Considering the trend of metals overabundances, it appears to be a little bit less pronounced but more or less similar to what is found for ApBp stars (including HgMn).
Here also we confirm that in Sr-Ti He-weak stars carbon and silicon abundances are normal, whereas titanium, chromium and iron are enhanced (see Vilhu et al. 1976 ). We found more rare earth elements enhanced abundances, which are absent in Smith's compilation, but for detailed study of them more values are needed.
He-rich stars, which show age-dependent increase of helium abundance (see Zboril et al. 1994) , exhibit often light elements deficiencies such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, and small deficiency of metals such as magnesium, aluminium, silicon, and also deficiency of sulphur. Neon, argon and iron abundances are close to solar ones (Fig. 1b) .
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
It is interesting to know if the abundances in the atmospheres of all CP stars (that may be understood in the framework of atomic diffusion theory) is somehow correlated with physical parameters of the star such as effective temperature, surface gravity and rotation velocity. To check the possible correlations, following Paper II we applied the Spearman's rank correlation test 2 (Spearman 1904) 2 Spearman's rank test performs a hypothesis test on a pair of two variables with null hypothesis that they are independent, and alternative hypothesis that they are not. Usually, one accepts the alternative hypothesis of the test when p-value is less than 5 per cent (see Feigelson & Babu 2012 , for more details). Spearman's coefficient ρ is a nonparametric measure of rank correlation (ρ ∈ [−1; 1]), it assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function.
between abundances and fundamental parameters. Our results of the correlation test for roAp, He-weak and He-rich stars are presented in Table 1 . All significant correlations (p-value ≤ 0.05), which were found for the mentioned CP types, are marked in boldface in Table 1 , and all marginal cases (0.05 <p-value < 0.06) are marked as underlined. As in Paper II, we think that small number statistics for elements with less measurements make the test ineffective, this is why we selected a threshold of 11 measurements and applied the test only for each element measured in more than that threshold value (for roAp and He-abnormal stars).
Our preliminary statistical results show that for roAp stars there is a correlation between oxygen, silicon, calcium, titanium, chromium, manganese, iron, nickel, lanthanum, terbium, ytterbium, and T eff , marginal correlation exists for sodium and T eff .
There is also a correlation between lithium, scandium, vanadium, europium, dysprosium and surface gravity. We couldn't find any correlation between an element abundance and projected rotation velocity in roAp stars.
For He-weak stars we found correlation between iron abundance and T eff . There is no significant correlation between abundances and surface gravity, as well as abundances and projected rotation velocity.
For He-rich stars, correlation between helium, nitrogen abundances and effective temperature was detected. For surface gravity, we found correlation for helium, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen abundances, and for projected rotation velocity, we found correlations for oxygen and magnesium abundances, and marginally for helium abundance.
It is important to note that the abundances and physical parameters of stars, which were measured by different authors with different techniques, could affect the statistical results. However, for several stars in our database with given parameters and obtained abundances from different sources, the differences in determinations are always within the errors of any unique measurement, so the impact of inhomogeneous data on our statistical results should be negligible.
To check whether multiplicity is playing a role in the abundance anomalies, we have considered single CP stars (in this case multiplicity is equal to 1) and those being in binary systems (in this case multiplicity is equal to 2) 3 . Following Paper II, we have applied the well-known Anderson-Darling (AD) test 4 for roAp, He-weak and He-rich stars. With this test, we do not find any relation between abundance anomalies and multiplicity in all mentioned CP type stars, possibly because of the lack of data. However, our results on the multiplicity test should be taken into consideration with caution, because of Simbad data incompleteness.
DISCUSSION

roAp stars
RoAp stars are essentially defined as being Ap stars for which rapid oscillations are detected. At first view, their abundance peculiarities look like those of non-oscillating Ap stars if one excepts the very peculiar case of Przybylski's star (HD101065). Pulsations are supposed to be excited by κ-mechanism (see for instance Balmforth et al. 2001 ), which suggests a strong dependence on opacities in the atmosphere, and so, on the abundance stratifications produced by atomic diffusion.
To be more specific in analyzing observational differences between the whole ApBp group and the subgroup of roAp stars, we have reconsidered in Fig. 2 the fig. 5 of Paper II, and revealed the contribution of roAp stars. Fig. 2 shows the iron abundances (with respect to the Sun) vs T eff for all ApBp stars (black crosses) including roAp stars, and the corresponding polynomial fit (red line) shown in Paper II (such a trend may found also in Bailey et al. 2014 ). The light blue symbols surround those of stars that are now identified as roAp stars in our database. We have checked that the T eff of the maximum of the polynomial fit (red line) does not change significantly (nor the shape) when the fit is recomputed removing the roAp stars, it remains close to 11000K, slightly shifted toward 11300K. However we notice that roAp stars have a major (or even exclusive) contribution at the cool end of the ApBp group, and are clearly responsible for the Fe deficiency we noticed in Section 3. We show in Fig. 3 , the histograms of the T eff , log g, and v sin i for roAp stars, to be compared to those for cool ApBp stars where rapid oscillation was not detected. The hottest roAp in our database (HD9996a 5 ) has T eff = 10300K, therefore this is the upper temperature limit we impose to our selection of cool ApBp stars (hereafter, we will call them simply Ap stars). We notice that for the roAps the histogram of T eff has a maximum around 8000K followed by a sharp decrease. There is also a maximum close to the same temperature for Ap stars, however, contrarily to roAp stars, it is not followed by a steady decrease. Considering log g, the maximum is close to 4.0 for roAp stars, while it appears smaller for Ap stars that suggests that roAp stars are less evolved. Concerning the v sin i, there is no roAp stars with higher projected velocity than 35 km s −1 , contrarily to Ap stars where higher velocities are found. We applied AD test on roAp and cool ApBp stars' physical parameters (T eff , log g, and v sin i) and in two cases (for T eff and log g) the distributions of physical parameters for roAp and cool ApBp stars are significantly different (p-value < 0.05). For v sin i, the p-value = 0.357, which means that the distributions are consistent with each other.
He-weak stars
Since one has only 20 He-w stars in our database, and since determinations of He abundance from spectral data (that determines the belonging to this CP group) may be especially difficult, one cannot safely proceed with histograms as we do above for ApBp stars. In Section 3, we have noticed that the trend of metal overabundances is more or less similar to what is found for ApBp stars (including HgMn). This is not very surprising since CP stars with T eff < ∼ 18000K should be generally He deficient according to atomic diffusion model (see Michaud et al. 2015) . Actually, one could question the existence of a distinct He-w type. One cannot exclude that these stars simply belong to the other CP types with T eff < ∼ 18000K.
He-rich stars
Considering the histograms for the 28 He-r stars we have included in the database, we do not see very noteworthy structure in the distribution of the three stellar parameters. Apart the hottest member of the group (HD68450), all He-r have 16000 < ∼ T eff (K) < ∼ 26000, with a moderate peak around 23000K. Their log g most often (but not always) are larger than 4.0, which suggests that they are less evolved than usual CP type stars. He-rich stars may be understood in the framework of the unified model proposed initially by Vauclair (1975) , and recently discussed in Michaud et al. (2015) (see especially Section 8.3.2.3). In a few words, the model considers that atomic diffusion has to be combined with the increasing mass-loss (or wind) with increasing effective temperature. Elements that undergo strong radiative acceleration and which appear overabundant in ApBp (and HgMn) stars, are more easily expelled from the atmosphere of He-rich stars (that are hotter). This is because, the wind and the diffusion velocities are both positive, and wind velocity is expected to be larger than for ApBp stars. This doesn't mean that these elements will become underabundant, since mass-loss corresponds to a continual flux of matter from deep layers where abundances may be homogenously distributed. Stronger is the mass loss rate, faster is the replacement of the superficial matter by the deeper one. So, a strong mass-loss imped atomic diffusion in stratifying abundances. Elements with weaker radiative accelerations (like He, or CNO), which sink by gravitational settling in usual CP stars (negative diffusion velocity), may accumulate in the atmosphere of He-r stars, according to the value of the wind velocity compared to the one of diffusion. Notice that this simple model is not generally accepted (Krtička et al. 2006 ), but as much as we know, no alternate model is presently proposed. One cannot say that abundances in He-r stars other than the ones for He, as shown in Fig. 1b , support strongly the simple unified model that is presently still qualitative. However, the underabundances observed for CNO and some heavier metals appear less pronounced than in ApBp stars as could be expected in the framework of the unified model. We would like to emphasize that numerical models including atomic diffusion together with mass-loss are presently lacking for hot CP stars (namely He-r).
Abundance stratification build-up vs. stellar parameters and evolution
In this work, as in our previous Papers I and II, we have looked for correlations of superficial abundances with respect to physical parameters of stars. This is motivated by the fact that atomic diffusion cannot be directly observed, but only through its secondary effects such as for atmospheres superficial abundance anomalies or element distribution, for interiors through opacity effects (convection, pulsation, for instance). Because any star is different from each other, and because atomic diffusion is extremely sensitive to any perturbation, theoretical models at this time may only address general trends, this is why looking for such correlations is helpful. The reader may find in Alecian (2015) a list of physical processes that should be considered for atmospheres (some of them are not yet included in numerical models simulating the abundance stratification build-up).
As a good example of the interest in using observed abundance correlation with effective temperature, it is common to cite the trend of Mn overabundances found by Smith & Dworetsky (1993) for HgMn stars. It was previously predicted by the theoretical study of manganese NLTE radiative acceleration by Alecian & Michaud (1981) . This trend has been identified as to be due to Mn stratification process in optically thin layers, above τ ≈ 1, where diffusion time scales are much shorter than stellar evolution time as shown by Alecian et al. (2011) . These authors have also shown that abundance stratification in atmospheres can rapidly adjust to changes in atmospheric parameters (in less than 10 to 1000 years according to the element). Therefore, the trend found for Mn is not due to secular evolution: even if the effective temperature changes with the star age, the spread of T eff is mainly due to the variety of stellar masses for which stratification of abundances can occurs. However, this doesn't mean that secular evolution as found by Bailey et al. (2014) do not affect the observed abundance peculiarities. For instance, considering the atmospheric abundance evolution with time observed by Bailey et al. (2014) for many elements, one may expect that the shape of abundance peculiarity trends should be different comparing stellar clusters having different ages. On another hand for instance, one expects that a young HgMn stars with T eff slightly hotter than 10000K, may become Am stars during their evolution on the main sequence (as suggested by Michaud et al. 2015 , Section 9.1.1) 6 . The situation is different when one considers the gravity, which spreads from 3.4 to 4.6 in dex. Because these different log g are due to stellar evolution on the main-sequence. This is what we mean by writing in Section 1 that correlation with gravity may show an effect of evolution. Most of published discussions confronting theoretical models for atmospheres and observations have been done considering equilibrium solutions of equations for abundance stratifications 7 . However, as did also in Bailey et al. (2014) , we draw the reader's attention on the limits of this approach 8 . Indeed, equilibrium solution for a given element corresponds to the maximum abundance that can be supported by the radiation field in each layer. The stratification build-up is actually complex and several numerical simulations carried out by Stift & Alecian (2016) , and more recently by Alecian & Stift (2019) have shown that stratification build-up converge rather to stationary solutions quite different from equilibrium ones, especially when a stellar mass loss (or a wind) is assumed. In addition, one has to consider for ApBp stars the existence of a strong magnetic field that always affects strongly atomic diffusion velocities (as well by its strength than by its orientation). Observations of Bailey et al. (2014) show quite well that abundance peculiarities are correlated with the magnetic field intensity. Notice that the first 3D simulations in magnetic atmospheres have been carried out by Alecian & Stift (2017) in equilibrium hypothesis (same studies for non-equilibrium hypotheses are in progress). It is clear that correlation with stellar parameters as shown in the present work and others, cannot reveal this complex reality, except through the well known dispersion of abundances from star to star that may be easily noticed in Fig. 1 or 2. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present adjunction to our database (discussed in Paper II) of 88 CP stars with their fundamental parameters and chemical abundances. As in Paper II, these data have been obtained by compiling the data obtained through high resolution spectroscopy and published by various authors. The adjunction consists in 20 He-weak, and 28 He-rich stars. We have also updated the CP-type of 40 ApBp stars that are actually roAp stars. This new compilation allows us to compare the abundance peculiarities observed for these CP-types to those of the types considered in Paper II.
For each CP-type, we applied Spearman's rank correlation test on the chemical abundances according to physical parameters (effective temperature, surface gravity and projected rotation velocity). We have found that there are significant correlations for effective temperature and surface gravity and a few ones with rotation velocity in He-rich stars. As we mentioned in Paper II, all these correlations could help in identifying which of the physical parameters could have a significant effect on abundance stratification process in these stars. Among the limits of such a study, we would like to point out that an important source of errors on abundances published in the literature is the fact that abundance determinations are generally done assuming homogeneous distribution of elements in CP stars atmospheres, although CP stars (except for AmFm or possibly He-r stars) have certainly strongly stratified abundances in their atmospheres and inhomogeneous horizontal distributions of elements in magnetic cases. Our statistical results are consistent with the important role of radiative accelerations in roAp and He-weak stars. We may also question the existence of a distinct He-weak CP-type. He-rich stars appear to be clearly different from other main-sequence CPtypes stars. This could be possibly due, as proposed by the unified model (Vauclair 1975) , to the competition between a strong mass-loss (increasing with T eff ) with atomic diffusion. However this unified model still needs to be confirmed by numerical simulations.
In addition, we tried to apply AD test to only single and binary type stars but possibly because of the lack of data we couldn't get any relation between abundance anomalies and multiplicity. We are convinced that more stars in the database should present better results about correlations. Therefore, large catalogs such as the one of Gaia mission will have a significant impact in near future.
